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Holiday in India is classified as cultural, adventure, spiritual, leisure and so many purposes. India is
the ultimate travel destination for best holiday. Domestic and international travelers both can have a
wonderful opportunity to spend their valuable vacations in India with full of excitement and fun.
Numerous thrilling holiday packages are extremely cordial check-tips to the incredible nation. The
choices of people are vary so that Indian travel agents have introduced several classy travelling
options for the visitors.  

Searching a best holiday package for cultural purpose? It is so, Jaipur city is awaiting for you. Jaipur
is renowned as an immensely beautiful capital of Indian state of Rajasthan. On Holi festival, this city
looks like a bridge as it is adorned with magical lights, ornamental items and varied kinds of
fragrance of flowers. On this day, most popular elephant festival is celebrated with complete delight
and fervor. Held in Chaugan Stadium, this festival starts from during 4p.m to 7p.m at the evening. In
this event, hundreds of elephants are welcomed for a typical procession. Elephants are colorfully
dressed with heavy jewelries and make-ups by the trainers. After all the preparations, elephants
stand in a queue for a long parade. At day time, selected participants are invited to play Holi while
sitting on the back of elephant. As well as, people enjoy fire crackers in the sky at the evening.

Want to experience unmatched Indian beauty with festive mood for best family holiday? Agra, Taj
Mahatosav is inviting you with pleasure. It is a non-stop ten days festival which starts with a royal
procession, followed by erstwhile brilliant Rajputs. It takes place in the state of Uttar Pradesh in
which typical arts and crafts of different cities are presented. Additionally, known classical dancers
and singers are cordially welcomed for great performances. Apart, this package lets you to visit Taj
Mahal, privileged architecture splendour of Agra. It is a richest world heritage site of UNISCO which
was built by Shah Jahan, a splendid leader of Mughals.

For royal experience, no other option is better than Rajasthan for noteworthy family holiday.  It is an
imperial state of India which is always sheltered with global tourists. From ancient forts & palaces to
palace on wheels, from adventure to old-age temples, Rajasthan holiday packages offer you in
aplenty.

Kerala & Goa is also famous for holidays in India while Goa is famous for its beautiful beaches and
churches. Kerala offers you beautiful backwater and houseboats holidays. Choose Goa holiday
packages and Kerala holiday packages to explore the beauty of both states. Goa is located western
part of India, while Kerala state is beauty of South India. For extra information, search out various
famous travelling sites and click on your desired choice.
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